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INTRODUCTION

Milk marketing in large city markets has gradually evolved

from conditions approximating pure competition to a much more

complex structure. Formerly a large number of milk producers

sold to many milk distributors. In some cases producers also

bottled and distributed their own output. This elementary market

structure gradually evolved into one with a few large distribut-

ors dominating the processing field. Associations of producers

or farmer cooperatives then formed for the purpose of bargaining

collectively with these few distributors. State laws favoring

the cooperative movement were passed in eleven states during the

years 1866 and 18771 , but it was not until the early 1900»s that

state legislation to encourage the cooperative movement became

generally accepted.

Cooperatives, however, still met with considerable opposi-

tion on the grounds that they violated the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act. Only after the enactment of national legislation was the

nature and legal right of the cooperative defined. The first

national act of the above nature was the Clayton Act. Then in

1922 the Capper- Volstead Act was passed. Under this latter law

farmers could bargain collectively to determine price and terms

of sale.

As milk markets became more complex a market structure

^Henry H. Bakken and George Max heal, Fluid Milk Marketing ,

Mlmir Publishers Incorporated, Madison. Wisconsin. 1956, p. 202.



approximating bilateral monopoly developed. 1 The price to be

paid in a fluid milk market, under conditions of bilateral

monopoly, becomes within comparatively broad limits a question

of relative bargeining power.

This type of competitive structure expanded rapidly in city

milk markets during the latter part of the 1920' s. Major metro-

politan markets witnessed on one side the growth of strong pro-

ducer cooperatives and on the other fewer and larger distribu-

tive organizations. The period of post World War I prosperity

was marked by a rising demand for milk which placed farmers both

collectively and individually in a strong bargeining position.

At the same time large distributing firms acquired pasteurization

plants and distribution facilities which enabled then to obtain

substantial control over the marketing of milk. However, the

impression before 1931 was that there was comparatively equal

bargaining power between dealers and producer associations.

Producer associations were thus reasonably satisfied with their

own ability to secure equitable pricing through collective action

and were successful In preventing the disastrous price drops which

beset the rest of agriculture in 1930 and 1931. This situation

changed and became serious In 1932 and 1933 as fluid milk prices

declined rapidly. This development caused producers to seek in-

clusion under the newly passed Agricultural Adjustment Act,

^Bi lateral monopoly exists when a single seller disposes of
his product to a single buyer.

2Ibid. , p. 249.
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Title I, of the Farm Relief Act of 1933. The result was the in-

troduction of the Federal government in the milk pricing field.

Procedures and policies were established whereby producers and

distributor bargained under governmental regulation.

This governmental supervision passed through several criti-

cal periods: first, issuance of marketing agreements; second,

agreements by federal license with a market administrator ap-

pointed by the Secretary of Agriculture; and finally, market

orders. The market order agreement provisions of the newly

passed Agricultural Market Agreement Act of 1937 began to re-

ceive favorable Supreme Jourt action which the other farm acts

of the 1930 's had not been able to obtain.

Federal Milk Market Orders, as they are known today, trace

their legal basis to the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1937.

Fifty-six Federal Market Orders are now in effect in major mark-

ets over the United States. The population of the sales area of

the 56 markets on the basis of the 1950 census represents nearly

half of the urban population of the country. In 1954 more than

186,000 farmers sold 27 billion pounds of milk to dealers who

were required to pay the minimum prices established by these

orders. The total value of the milk marketed under the program

o
was over one billion dollars for the year.

The increase in the number of Federal Milk Market Orders in

^Federal Milk Market Orders and Amendments , United States
Department of Agriculture, April 1, 1§55.

2
Loc. CIt.



recent yeera has been due in part to the expansion In urban popu-

lation and in part by requests of producers of milk who needed a

stable price for their products, increased capital required to

remain in a grade A fluid milk production coupled with increas-

ingly strict health ordinances, have been strong pressures en-

couraging producers to seek inclusion in these orders to reduce

price risks.

One of the major administrative problems arising under Fed-

eral Market Orders Is to determine those factors affecting the

price and quantity of milk delivered to the market. This study

is concerned with these relationships, or the determination of

the structural relationships in the market such as the supply

and demand for milk, and consequently the price of milk.

An attempt was made to select relationships that will prove

to be of practical significance for the prediction of a particu-

lar change in the market structure, such as governmental price

subsidies or production controls. It is hoped that this will

help as a basis for practical decisions by farmers, the govern-

ment, and other interested parties. This study attempts to use

existing data and points out Its limitations. It will also show

the need for the collection of additional data. This work will

be more significant if it forms a basis for criticism and dis-

cussion leading to a more extensive attempt by an investigator

to formulate assumptions with an even greater degree of accuracy.

Emphasis was based on finding relationships between depend-

ent and independent variables to make possible an analysis of the

market structure. The best possible economic relationships were
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selected and used in equations denoting inventory, production,

demand, and supply relationships. The ultimate objective was to

predict the values of economic variables and the consequences of

economic policies. Thought was also given to the intermediate

objective of providing an example of the formulation of economic

relationships in a fluid milk market. This included considera-

tion of a survey of data and examples of possible economic re-

lationship by using available data.

THE PROBLEM

The Kansas City milk market is not typical of many agricul-

tural markets. This market is confronted with problems of re-

source allocation in a market structure which departs substan-

tially from that of a pure competition model. Thus resource al-

location is determined by the provisions of the Federal Market

Order under which minimum producer prices of fluid grade A milk

are established after public hearings.

Under these conditions, knowledge of the structural rela-

tions of the market is needed. Assuming that the structural re-

lations do not change, what are the effects of administrative

decisions? Knowledge of structural relations and the effects of

changes in price and other variables within this structure is

the problem to which answers are sought in this study.



OBJECTIVES OF TH* STUDY

The purpose of thia study Is to analyze the Kansas City

milk market as it has operated under a Federal Milk Market Order

from January, 1945 to December, 1955. Specifically, the objec-

tives of thia study are to determine:

1. An economic model which will ahow the important struc-

tural relations in the market.

2. Coefficients for independent variables in the various

structural equations.

3. Predictions based on the estimated structural rela-

tions of assumed administrative changes in important

variables in the model.

4. An inventory of pertinent measurement data for the

variables of the model.

5. An Inventory of measurement data required for more

extenaive and refined analysis of the problem.

THE ECOHOMIC MODEL

A proposed economic model will be developed to explain basic

economic relationships existing in the market area as previously

defined. This model is admittedly crude but will be used as a

starting point for further revisions and refinements. The model

to be developed will outline the specific types of economic meas-

urements desired to obtain estimates of the varloua structural

relationships defined by the model. Measurements desired for



use in the analysis of the proposed model are necessarily obtained

from existing information in the market place. These measurements

are generally computed for specialized administrative purposes.

As a result, many of the measurements that are desired for use

in the proposed model may not be available at the present time

or they may be in a form unsuitable for the purposes of the model.

As a result, the model serves the useful purpose of defining

rather explicitly measurement data that public agencies might

well consider developing in the future. In addition, the pro-

cess of seeking out the desired economic measurements in most

instances suggests revisions or changes in the proposed model.

It follows, then, that the model cannot be developed completely

independent of an inventory of pertinent economic measurement if

estimates of the unknown parameters of the structural relations

in the market are to be obtained. For the purposes of this study

a revision of the initial model proposed by Hildreth and Jarrett

will be considered.

The initial model proposed by Hildreth and Jarrett was as

2
follows:

(2.1) ht : Pt-1» Qt-1» st-l (inventory relation)

(2.2) 1^ i ht, ft* t (production relation)

(2.3) pt : lt> 7f nt» r (demand for livestock products)

(2.4) qt : pt , ft , ht (demand for feed)

Clifford Hildreth and P. G. Jarrett, A Statistical Study
of Livestock Production and Marketing , John~V/iley and Sons, In-
corporated, New York; Chapman and Hall, Limited, London, 1955,
pp. 9-11.

o
A different notation system is used in the subsequent

analysis of the different models.
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where ht m number of animals on hand at the beginning of the

t time period

pj. = price of livestock products (the t subscript will

be used to denote the t*n time period throughout)

q^ = price of feed

l* = quantity of livestock products produced during

period (at this stage assumed equal to quantity

sold

ft = quantity of feed fed to livestock (at this stage

assumed exogenous and equal to quantity produced

yt consumer income

n^ = population

r-fc m index of other prices

s^ unspecified factors affecting expectations of pro-

ducers about conditions at t + 1

t m time

In the notation used above a colon means "depends on" while

a comma means "and". Thus the production relation may be read,

the quantity of livestock products depends on the number of ani-

mals on hand at the beginning of the t***
1 period, the quantity of

feed fed during the t**1 period, and time.

A parallel initial model for the Greater Kansas City milk

market is proposed as follows:

Yit fl(Xlt-l» x2t-l» x3t-l) inventory relation

Y2£ fgtY-Lfc, X^, t) production relation

xlt • f3^ Y2t» x5t» ^t* x7t) demand for milk

*2t = ^4^ Xlt» X4t» ^lt^ demand for feed



where Y^ = estimated number of cows on farms January 1 in the

Greater Kansas City milkshed whose milk output is

delivered to the Greater Kansas City milk market.

X;l = price in dollars per cwt of grade A milk at test,

f. o.b. the Greater Kansas City milk market.

X2 price in dollars per bushel of No. 2 yellow corn

in the Kansas City market.

X3 = unspecified factors affecting producer expecta-

tions at period t + 1.

Yg = average daily deliveries of milk to the Greater

Kansas City milk market at test.

X4 = quantity of feed fed to dairy cows producing for

the Greater Kansas City milk market,

t time

.

X5 = index of consumer incomes in Greater Kansas City

milk market.

Xg = population in Greater Kansas City milk market.

X7 = index of U. S. wholesale prices.

Before proceeding to the problem of actually estimating co-

efficients for the variables defined in the initial model of the

Greater Kansas City milk market, we need to appraise the causal

relationships in the model. This has important policy implica-

tions because we want to know the effect of changes in certain

variables on other variables in the system. Changes of this type

are sometimes made by administrative action in Federal Order Milk

Markets much as the Greater Kansas City market Some knowledge

of the possible effects of these changes on other structural
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relations In the market, then, can be extremely useful In policy

decisions.

In order to demonstrate the causal relationships in the

Initial model of the Greater Kansas City milk market, certain

definitions are necessary, oince the particular model considered

is a recursive model, the follov : ofinitions will bo given:

1. Recursive model - a causally ordered model whose complete

subsets of various orders contain just one equation and one endo-

genous variable each, Example:

V W X Y Z

1 X

2 X X

3 X X X

4 X X X X

5 X X X X X

2. Causally ordered model - a model that Is neither mini-

mal self contained nor unintegrated.

3. Minimal self-contained model - a model that is self con-

tained, but does not have a subset of equations that is self

contained.

4. Self-contained model - a model that has exactly as many

variables as equations.

5. Unintegrated model - a model all of whose variables are

included In two or more minimal self-contained subsets of the

^•Definitions were obtained from mimeographed unpublished
jnometrics class notes of Dr. Walter Fish«r, Kansas State Col-

lege, 1956.
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equations of the model; i.e., the minimal self-contained sets

could just as well be considered as separate models in isolation

from each other.

6. Subset of equations of eero order - a minimal self-

contained subset of some model.

7. Complete subset of equations of first order - a minimal

self-contained subset In a derived model of the first order.

8. Derived model of the first order - a self-contained model

derived from a larger causally ordered model by (1) solving ex-

plicitly for all variables within each complete subset of zero

order, and (2) eliminating these variables from the model by

substituting their values in the remaining equations.

9. Derived model of order K - a self-contained model derived

from a larger causally ordered model by repeating the elimination

process described In definition 8, K times, using successively the

complete subsets of orders to K - 1, inclusive.

10. Complete subset of order K - a minimal self-contained

subset In a derived model of order K.

11. Endogenous variable in a model fet (assuming that the equa-

tion of a model m forms a complete subset of order K embedded in

a larger model M) - a variable that appears in ra but that does

not appear in any complete subset of M of order lower than K.

12. Predetermined variable in a model m - a variable that is

not endogenous in the model.

13. Causal dependence - a variable, x, is said to be directly

causally dependent on another variable, w (w >-x) if x is endo-

genous in some model and If w is predetermined in that model.
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One can list the equations of the initial recursive model

with eight artificial equations added for the predetermined var-

iables ias follows:

1. X
lt-•1 * Xlt-1

a. X2t«•1 » X2t-1

3. X3t- 1 X3t-1

4. X4t X4t

5. t t

6. X5t » X5t

7. *6t *6t

8. X7t x7t

9. *lt * fl< xlt-l» X2t-1» x3t-l>

10. *2t m f2(*it» X4t» *)

11. Xlt f3*Y2t» X5t» ^t* X7t)

12. x2t * *4< xlt» x4t» Ylt>

In the above notation the first subscript for a variable re-

fers to the name of the specific variable. The second subscript

refers to the time period where t the current time. The period

t-1 is a previous time period and at this phase of the analysis

is still undefined in terms of exact months or yeers.

The twelve equations in the initial Greater Kansas City

model can now be presented In a two-way form where an x in the

body of the Form 1 shows that a variable enters the equation

with a inon-zero coefficient.

From definition 6, equations 1 through 8 form subsets of

equations of zero order; that la. In these equations it is not

possible to derive a subset of equations in which there are as
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Form 1. Array of variables showing equation In which variable
appears and the order of the various subsets of equations.

J«-
:Xlt-ltX2t-l :X3t-l:X4t : * :X5t :X6t:X7t:Ylt:Y2t:XltlX2t

No.: t : i it t t : t t :

1 Xq

3 Xq

* *0

5 Xq

7 Xq

8 «0

9 X X X X1

10 XX X Xjg

11 X X X X x3

12 X X X X4

many equations as there ere unknowns.

Equation 9 Is a subset of the first order according to the

criteria set forth In definitions 7 and 8. By the same reason-

ing, equation 10 Is of the second order, and similarly for equa-

tions 11 end 12.

Establishment of the particular order of the subset of equa-

tions Is necessary to define endogenous variables in the system

according to the criteria of definition 11. For example, Y^ ap-

pears In the first order equation 9. However, Y^ does not ap-

pear in any equation of order less than 1 In the complete model.

Therefore, Ylt Is endogenous. Similarly, Ygt appears in the
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second order equation number 10, but does not appear In any first

order equation. Therefore, Yg^ is endogenous in equation 10.

The same criteria cen be used for defining X^ and X2t as en-

dogenous .

Causal dependence in the system of equations can now be

outlined in Pig. 1 by applyin, , the criteria of definition 13;

that is, a variable x is said to be directly causally dependent

on another variable if X is endogenous in some model and w la

predetermined in that model. Thus in Fig. 1, X^.^, X2^-i» *3t-l

*

Fig. 1. Structural relations of supply and
demand for milk in the Kansas City milk market.

are predetermined variables for Y^. That is, Y^, or the num-

ber of cows in the Greater Kansas City milk market, is said to

be directly caused by Xlt-1 , X2t-i» and X3t_ 1 . Similarly, Y2t

is said to be directly dependent on X^ end t. Likewise, Xlt is

directly dependent on X5t , Xgt, and X7t . Y2t»while directly
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dependent on X^ and t, la alao dependent on Y^. Also, X^ is

directly dependent on K^ $ Xgt» X7 t. and Y2t« Finally, X2t» or

the price of No. 2 yellow corn, Is directly dependent on Yxt»

Xifc, and X^. The diagram in Pig. 1 mokes it possible to deter-

mine what effects changes in one variable will have on other var-

iables in the system. For example, changes in X$t (consumer in

come) influence X^ (the price of milk), and eventually X^, the

price of No. 2 yellow corn. However, current changes in the

price of corn will have no effect on other variables in the

system. It is only as current changes are introduced into the

system as past prices of corn ^2t-l» that a causal relationship

between other variables in the system can be described.

The value for policy reasons of setting forth explicitly the

causal relations in the system is immediately apparent when cer-

tain of the variables may in the future be subject to adminis-

trative change.

STATISTICAL ASSUMPTIONS

The least squares method of estimating the unknown par-

ameters in the initial model of the Greater Kansas City milk

market can be used if certain assumptions are made.

"If one assumes that unobserved random disturb-

ances that enter the relations are serially independent,

then lagged values of the variables may be regarded as
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predetermined. 1 If (2.1) were written as an expression

linear in known functions2 of the observed variables and

an additive random disturbance, unknown parameters in

the expression can be estimated by least squares. If

a similar expression Is written for (2.2) and the dis-

turbance in (2.2) Is assumed to be serially independ-

ent

ent and Independent of the disturbance In (2.1), then

hfc may be regarded as predetermined in (2.2), and least

squares methods will give unbiased estimates of par-

ameters In (2.2)*. Likewise* if the disturbances In

linear expressions for (2.3) and (2.4) are independent

of each other and of disturbances In the preceding equa-

tions, then lt may be regarded as predetermined in (2.3),

Pt and f£ may be regarded as predetermined In (2.4), and

*A variable is predetermined at time t If the random dis-
turbances that enter relations at time t are distributed inde-
pendently of the variable. In models with serially independent
disturbances, both exogenous and lagged endogenous variables
are predetermined. See T. C. Koopmann, When Is an Equation
System Complete for Statistical Purposes? Statistical Inference
in Dynamic Economic Models, Cowles Comirission Monograph 10,

p. 406, and T. C. Koopmann and William C. Hood, op. clt.,
pp. 120-125.

2Logs of observed variables or squares and cross products
of observed variables are most common examples.

*The estimation problems that would be encountered if the
investigator did not assume independence of disturbances have
been discussed by Lawrence R. Klein In A Textbook of Lconomeju-

ries , Row Peterson end Co., 1963, pp. 1T2-117.

4Clifford Hildreth and F. G. Jerrett, A Statistical Study
of Livestock Production and Marketing , John~"Wiley and Sons,
Inc., New York, 1985, pp~T3^l4~;
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least square methods are appropriate for these equations

also.

INVENTORY OP DATA

The ideal data to be used for the models might best be

obtained by controlled experiment. It is impossible, however,

to set up a controlled experiment because of the vast number

of forces at work over a large area, the cost, and the general

Impracticality of controlled social and biological phenomena

over time.

Presented here is an Inventory of data considered to be es-

sential to the solution of the economic model. Some choices of

different data series existed for some variables, whereas for

other variables appropriate date were not available at all or

only in a limited form. One main objective of this study is to

determine if data were available and to appraise the possibili-

ties of obtaining data which are not available at the present

time. An inventory of the data variables is now listed.

Xlt Ratio of 3.8 per cent blend price of milk to top

price of 900-1100-pound good butcher steers, Kansas

C5ty, monthly, January, 1944 through December, 1955.

X2£ Farm wage rates in Kansas with board, monthly,

January, 1944 through December, 1955.
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x2ta F*m wage rates in Kansas with board, monthly

January, 1944 through December. 1955 rounded to

nearest dollar.

*3t Effective consumer buying power Kansas City greater

metropolitan area* monthly, January, 1944 through

December, 1955.

*4t; Population of the Kansas City greater metropolitan

area, monthly, January, 1944 through December, 1955.

X5£ Index of wholesale prices, monthly, January, 1944

through December, 1955.

Xgfc Time in real numbers, each month numbered consecu-

tively, January, 1944 through December, 1955.

fyj. Average prices paid by Kansas farmers for all mixed

dairy feeds under 29 per cent protein, monthly,

January, 1944 through December, 1955.

X^Qt Kan3 ^ s pasture conditions by crop reporting districts,

average of northeast and east central districts,

monthly, April, 1944 through November, 1955 (as a

per cent of normal).

*llt Population by age groups, monthly, January, 1944

through December, 1955.

x12t Cash corn ;rices, Kansas City, monthly and annual

averages of the daily high of No. 2 mixed corn, nom-

inal quotations January, 1944 through December, 1955.

x13t P**10* of *°P N°- 1 alfalfa hay per ton, Kanses City,

monthly. January, 1944 through December, 1955.
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*14t T°P P**10® ° r S0<>d butcher steers, 900-1100 pounds at

Kansas City, monthly, January, 1944 through December,

1955.

*15t Ratio of 3.8 per cent blend price of milk to price of

top No. 2 mixed corn on the Kansas City market,

monthly, January, 1944 through December, 1955.

*16t Estimated monthly average milk production per cow for

Kansas, January, 1944 through December, 1955.

Xl7t Kansas hay equivalent of all roughage fed per milk

cow, average pounds per day, monthly, October through

M«y winter feeding period, 1944 through 1955.

x18t R*tall price index, monthly, January, 1944 through

December, 1955, United States.

x19t Cottonseed meal top prices Kansas City, monthly,

January, 1944 through December, 1955.

^it Estimated number of producing milk cows In the greater

Kansas City metropolitan milkshed, monthly, January,

1944 through December, 1955.

Y2t Average daily pounds of producers' deliveries of milk

for the greater Kansas City market, monthly, January,

1944 through 1955.

Y3t Average daily milk production per cow, per day, using

weighted average Dairy H©rd Improvement Association

data from selected Kansas counties, monthly, January,

1944 through December, 1955.

*4t Grains and concentrates fed per milk cow, per day. In

herds kept by dairy reporters in the west north central
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region of the United States, monthly, January, 1944

through December, 1955.

Y5t Blend price paid farmers for 3.8 per cent milk, f.o.b.,

the Greater Kansas City milk market. Including pre-

miums paid, dollars per hundred weight, monthly,

January, 1944 through December, 1955.

Ratio of Blend Price of Kllk to Price of
Good Butcher Steers

This series (Appendix Table 17) was calculated by dividing

the blend price of milk for each month (Appendix Table IB) by

the price of good butcher steers for the same month (Appendix

Table 9).

Farm Wage Rates, Kansas

Farm wage rates with board and without board, were avail-

able by quarters from the Bureau of Agricultural Kconomics. Divi-

sion of Statistics, Kansas State Board of Agriculture.

To obtain a monthly series, straight-line interpolation was

used between quarters. It was believed that labor costs on dairy

farms were best represented by using wage rates with board (Ap-

pendix Table 2).

Consumer Inc

The consumer income series of monthly data, for 1948 to 1955,
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represents the estimates of consumer effective buying power taken

from Sales Management magazine. These data are for the metropol-

itan Kansas City area.

It was impossible to obtain any other direct estimate of

consumer income for the Kansas City area. Data available were

given in Sales "ana^ement starting January 1, 1948, on an annual

basis. Straight-line interpolation could be used to estimate

consumer income in intervening months. (Figures given are avail-

able on a per family or per capita basis.

)

Population of Marketing Area

The population series of data is by month for 1944 through

1955 (Appendix Table 3). This is the population of people liv-

ing in what the United States census defines as the Kansas City

metropolitan area. This area coincides partially with the milk

marketing area. The metropolitan area includes the four counties

Wyandotte and Johnson in Kansas, and Clay and Jackson in Mis-

souri, whereas the milk market area Includes all territory in

Jackson County, Missouri, thst part of Clay County, Missouri,

south of highway 92, beginning at the Platte County and Clay

County line, eaat to west section line of Section 26, eaBt to

the Clay and Ray County line, Lee, Waldron, May, and Pettis

Townships in Platte County, Missouri, Wyandotte County, Kansas,

Shawnee and Mission Townships in Johnson County, Kansas, and

Delaware, Leavenworth, and that part of Kickapoo and High Prairie

Townahips east of the 95 principal meridian In Leavenworth
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County, Kansas.

It was impossible to obtain a population series which was

taken yearly or monthly by actual census. The best data avail-

able were annual figures as of January 1 for each of the years

between the decimal Federal census as given by Sales Management ,
1

The monthly data prepared for this study were obtained by llneer

interpolation from annual figures as given by Sales Management .

The yearly figures for 1950 were in agreement with the Federal

census taken for that year, and figures before and after 1950

are measurement of population by factors calculated by the re-

search department of Sales Management .

Index of Wholesale Prices* United States

The index of wholesale prices Is taken from monthly data

1944 through 1955. It is used as an indication of change in the

general price level. The figures were computed by the U. S.

Department of Labor with 1947-49 « 100 as a base for all com-

modities (Appendix Table 4). The index of wholesale prices is

compiled from national figures, and consequently is used with

some reservation for the Kansas City market.

3-Sales Management . "Survey of Buying Power," annual spring
issue, published by Bill Brothers Publishing Corp., 34 North
Crystal St., East Stroudaburg, Pa.
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Average Prices Paid for All Mixed Dairy Feeds

This series is compiled from average prices which Kansas

dairy farmers paid for all mixed dairy feeds each month of the

year, January, 1944 through December, 1955 (Appendix Table 5).

This is a Kansas average price as determined for all dairy feeds

under 29 per cent protein by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

Division of Statistics, Kanaas State Board of Agriculture.

Pasture Conditions, Kansas

Kansas pasture conditions are available by crop reporting

districts. Paature condition ia reported as a per cent of what

is considered to be normal pasture conditions. Data were ob-

tained from crop reporters. The series compiled for this study

was obtained by averaging conditions reported for the northwest

and east central crop reporting districts of Kansas. The Kansas

City milkshed area lies partially in these districts. Data were

compiled for the months of April through November in each of the

years 1944 through 1955 (Appendix Table 6). In months when no

pasture condition was reported, a value of 1.0 was inserted for

purposes of computation.

Population by Age Groups

Population by age groups was available to a limited degree.

Data were available for total recorded births in Kansas City,
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Kansas and Kansas City, Missouri for the years 1941 through 1955

Inclusive, as given by the Bureau of Vital Statistics for each

of the two Kansas City's.

Population data showing distribution of population as a

trend were available through records of the Kansas City, Kansas

and Kanaaa City, Missouri school systems* These records show the

number of school children in each of the grades, kindergarten

through high school, for each year 1944 through 1955.

Corn Prices, Kansas City

Corn prices for each month of the years 1944 through 1955

were used as one of the cost factor indicators of the changing

profitability of grade A milk production. These prices were nom-

inal top cash No. 2 mixed corn taken from the Kansas City Board

of Trade yearbook and the Kansss City Grain Market Review (Ap-

pendix Table 7).

Alfalfa Hay Prices, Kansas City

The alfalfa hay price series *s for No. 1 alfalfa hay at

Kansas City and is given aa monthly averages from 1944 through

1955 inclusive (Appendix Table 8). These prices were compiled

from records of the Grain Branch, Production and Marketing Divi-

sion, USDA.
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Prices of Good Butcher Steers, Kansas City

Top prices for good butcher steers, 900 to 1100 lbs, were

used In inventory tmd/or supply functions. The butcher steer

price series Is by month, 1944 through 1965 Inclusive, at the

Kansas City Livestock Market (Appendix Table 9).

Ratio of Blend Price of Milk to Price of Corn

This series (Appendix Table 10) was cslculated by dividing

the blend price of railk (Appendix Table 18) for each month by

the price of corn (Appendix Table 7) for the same month.

Kansas Monthly Average Milk Production per Cow

Monthly average production of milk per cow in Kansas is

given by this data series 1944 through 1955 Inclusive (Appendix

Table 11). Data are not available for the Kansas City erea as

such. These data are the average production per cow per month

as computed by the Kansas Crop Reporting Service.

Number of Cows in Milk in the
Kansas City Milkshed

The average number of cows in railk for each month, 1944

through 1955, for the Kansas City milkshed was calculated by

dividing average dally producer deliveries of milk by the average
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dally production of milk per cow per day (Appendix Table 13).

Average daily milk production per cow was obtained from Dairy

Herd Improvement Association records.

Average Daily Producer Deliveries of Milk

Average daily producer deliveries of milk in the greater

Kansas City market were calculated by taking the sum of total

daily delivery for that month end dividing this product by the

number of days in the month (Appendix Table 14). This gives one

figure as the average pounds of milk delivered per day by months,

1944 through 1955. This series was compiled and audited through

the office of the Market r/ilk Administrator, Kansas City Milk

Market, Federal Order dumber 13.

Average Daily Milk Production per Cow

Average daily milk production per cow for each month was

calculated from Kansss Dairy Herd Improvement Association records

Appendix Table 15) . Associations selected included counties

which are a part of the Kansas side of the Kansas City milk

market production area. These counties are Atchison, Brown,

Doniphan, Douglas, i^ranklin, Jackson, Jefferson, Johnson, Leaven-

worth, Linn, Miami, and Shawnee.

The average daily milk production per cow could easily be

obtained from these selected combined association reports for

each of the months, 1944 through December, 1955, with the
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exception of the years 1944 end 1945. The date for the months

In the years for which primary Dairy Herd Improvement Association

data were not available were estimated by a method of straight

linear interpolation from the monthly figures, 1942 to 1946, for

each month respectively of 1944 and 1945. This was done since

no Dairy Herd Improvement Association production data were avail-

able for these months.

Blend Price Paid Farmers for 3.8 Per Cent Milk

This price series begins January, 1944, and continues month-

ly through 1955, giving the blend price (including premiums) paid

to farmers for 3.8 per cent milk (f.o.b. ) Kansas City milk mark-

et (Appendix Table 18). These prices represent the actual his-

tory of the market in regard to blend prices farmers received

for milk.

Grains and Concentrates Fed per Milk Cow

This price series gives the average pounds of grains snd

concentrates fed per mi Ik cow per day for each month, 1944

through 1955 inclusive (Appendix Table 16). These were the aver-

age amounts fed per day as reported to the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture by crop reporters in the West North Central

region of the United States. Lack of comparable data for the

Kansas City area necessitated use of regional data.
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Retail Price Series, Monthly,
United States, 1944 - 1955

A consumer price series is available by month, 1944 through

1955, with a base period of 1947 - 49 « 100. This series was

computed by the United States Department of Labor.

Cottonseed Meal Price Series, 1944 - 1955

The price available Is an average of the daily quotations

of cottonseed meal on the Kansas City market, by month. The

monthly average price ia from January, 1944 through December,

1955.

Kansas Hay Equivalent

Total hay equivalent (Appendix Table 12} fed to milk cows,

as given by Kansas dairy reporters, was available for the winter

feeding period, October through May of each year, 1944 through

1955, as tons fed per cow. These figures were converted to

pounds fed per cow and prorated as a daily average amount fed

from the October to May winter feeding season for each of the

years 1944 through 1955. Figures . 001 were inserted only for

purposes of computation.
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PROPOSED EQUATIONS FOR ANALYSIS

Structural Equations Proposed

Logically there are several alternative forma of the various

structural equations that can be considered. There is no way of

determining the "best" equation without actually computing the

various alternative forms. Selection of a particular equation

ultimately depends on which equation conforms most closely with

economic logic.

In the sections which follow, the various equations will be

given in general form. Where lagged values of the variables are

Indicated, sub functions will be proposed indicating specific

values of the lags. Slnoe all observations are for monthly data,

the lag notation refers to number of months in all cases.

Inventory Relation . The following inventory equations were

proposed as alternative Inventory functions:

ID *lt - fl(Ylt-i. Xu-J)

where (l
tt

) 1 * 12, J « 6

(lb ) 1 * 12, J - 12

Uc ) i * 24, } m 18

(Id) 1 * 24, J m 24

(lo) 1 - 36, J 30

(If) 1 » 36, J « 36

^Variables defined in the Inventory Section.
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(2) *it« * 2(Ylt-l» *5t-k)

where (»•> 3 = 12, k « 6

(2b ) 1I m 12, k « 12

(2C ) 1. ~ 24, k 18

(2d ) 1 =24, k 24

(2e ) 1. = 36, k ts 30

<2f ) 1k « 36, k = 36

(3) *lt «
f 3 (Ylt-1» xlt-4» x2t-m)

where (3a ) J. « 12, J « 6, m o 6

(3b) 1L
= 12, j b 12, m a 12

(3C ) iL * 24, J « 18, m « 18

(3d) 1L
8 24, J 8 24, « 8 24

(3e ) 1L 8 36, J 8 30, m 8 30

(3f ) 1L 8 36, J 8 36, in 8 36

(4) ** :4^ Ylt-i' Y5t-k> x12t-n» x13t-p)

where (4a ) 1L 8 12, k * 6, n 8 6, p • 6

(4b ) L = 12, k = 12, n - 12, p « 12

(4C ) :L 8 24, k 8 18, n 8 18, p 8 18

(4d )
'

L 8 24, k 8 24, n 8 24, p « 24

«.) L 8 36, k = 30, n 8 30, p 8 30

(4f ) L 8 36, k = 36, n 8 36, ps 36

(5) *Xw f5(*it-i' Xlt-J» Y5t-k» Xat-m* X12t-n, Xi3t~p)

where <5a ) 1.8 12, J = 6, k«6, n = 6, ai»6, p»6

(6b) 1 8 12, J « 12, k 8 12, n 8 12, m 8 12, p = 12

(5 ) I 8 12, j 8 18, k 8 18. n 8 18, ra 8 18, p « 18

(5d ) i 8 24, J 8 24, k = 24, n = 24. n « <)4, p 8 24

(6e ) 1 8 36, J 8 30, k 8 30, n 8 30, m 8 30, p 8 30

(5f ) 1= 36, J = 36. k» 36, n = 36, a» 36, p= 36
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As will bo noted In the section In inventory of pertinent

variables, direct estimates of number of milk cows in milk on

farms of producers delivering in the Greater Kansas City milk-

shed are not available. Indirect estimates of the number of cows

were attempted for exploratory purposes. The technique of com-

puting these numbers is discussed in the section dealing with

inventory of variables. However, this method results in some

confounding of numbers of milk cows and changes in output if the

rate of production per cow differs sharply in the DHIA herds and

the herds supplying the Greater Kansas City market.

In certain of the production equations which will be listed

In the next section, the number of milk cows as computed above Is

used. Strong arguments can be made for merely using lsgged out-

put Instead of the estimated cow numbers. However, for the pres-

ent it is believed that there is merit In estimating a production

function using the estimated cow numbers as a variable.

Production Belatlon . The following production equation Is

proposed:

(1) Y2t - fiUit. *4t , *10t> x17t» *6t>

An outstanding difficulty In formulating the production

equation was lack of data for Important variables Influencing

the production process. Indexes of pasture conditions are crop

reporters' estimates of available pasture as a per cent of

normal, and at best are crude approximations of the quantity o

pasture nutrients entering the milk production process. Roughage

data (X17) apply only to the winter feeding period and were pro-

rated equally to each month of the winter feeding period. Logic
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for the above allocation waa based on the notion that producers

start the winter feeding period with a fixed quantity of roughage

and try to distribute this equally over the winter feeding period.

Errors will be introduced to the extent that supplemental sup-

plies are purchased and pasture feeding reduces the quantity of

roughage fed in certain months.

Grain and concentrate estimates are not available for the

Greater Kansas City area end reliance has to be placed on the

West North Central estimates for this variable.

Further, quantitative data are not available on the amount

of labor entering the milk production process. In addition, esti-

mates were not readily available for capital services used in

this activity.

Demand for Milk Relation . Several alternative formulations

of the demand for milk equation are proposed. It lags in the

variables have been indicated although lags might well be con-

sidered in further alternative equations, particularly in the

indexes of consumer income.

(1) Yfit fl< Y2t» x3t» ^t» x5t» Xet*

(2) Y5t « f2^2t» x3t» xllt» xSt» ^t)

(3) Y5t * f*3( Y2t» X4t» X5f X18t» *6t*

Demand for Feed Grains Relation .

(1) *12 « fi<*5f Ylt» Y4t>

(2) X7t . f2(Y5t , Yu , Y
4fc

)

(3) X7t m f3(Y&t , Ylt , Y4t , X^, X10t , X19 )

Several alternative demand functions for feed grain seem

desirable but are not adapted to a recursive model. For example,
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In the above equations for feed grains the assumption is made

that pasture and roughage fed are equal to the quantity of milk

produced. Concentrate prices are also unexplained. Additional

equations for other types of models will be suggested in a later

study and will include separate functions explaining the price

of dairy concentrate mixes, pasture rental rates, and hay prices.

To summarise the above section, one equation from each of

the structural relations was selected to form a recursive model

that may be useful as a starting point in the analysis of the

structural relations In the Greater Kansas City milk market. The

selection presented below is merely for illustration purposes at

this time as a final determination would be based on logic as

well as a review of the estimates derived in the statistical

computations.

Ylt * fl* Ylt-i» xlt«J» ^t-m* inventory relation

Y2t f2* Ylt» Y4t» x10t» x17t» x6t* production relation

Y5t * f3< Y2t» ^t' x5t» x18t» ^t* demand for milk relation

Xyt m f4(Y6£, Ylt , Y4t , X13£, XjQt , X19 ) demand for feed

grains relation

Economic Logic for Independent Variables

The proposed equations for analysis presented in the preced-

ing section were based on economic logic. Where these equations

do not explain the market relationships satisfactorily, it may

be due to several reasons. As will bo pointed out in the graphic

analysis, all factors or causes are Intermingled so that there la
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not a simple, clear-cut relationship of cause and effect between

two variables. Often, as In this model, many variables have mu-

tually determining effects. There is the possibility of using

wrong data series in an equation to represent the economic logic

presented. For example, insteed of corn prices at Kansas City

being the appropriate measurement, it may be that total produc-

tion of corn in the area would provide a better index. There is

the possibility that variables representing the Influential costs

which a dairy farmer considers in his prodicti n plans are not

included. Some of the data represent averages for regional.

state, or for a particular segment of the economy, and thus might

not be applicable to the Kansas City milk production area.

Many side influences may be greater than expected. Measure-

ment data at present aro incomplete and what are available may

be subject to errors of observation.

In framing the right economic logic, there is involved eco

nomlc and social phenomena, biological changes of cows coupled

with the psychological expectations of the milk producer. There

also may be other factors in the post-war peri>d 1944-55 which

have influenced the changing pattern of dairy production to an

equal degree or to a greater degree than the selected economic

variables

The attempt is made in the present study to search out data

which are thought best ftp] licable to the economic premises: that

dairy farmers are mobile In their ability to change from one

enterprise to another; that technological development in dairying

has not had any advantageous influences on basic economic
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allocation of resources that was not also equally shared by other

farm enterprises; that farmsra' main goals are to maximize their

income; and that within a short period of time the effects of

relative adverse cost conditions will cause the dairy producer

to alter his plans for future production, either to increase it

or to decrease it as cost conditions might dictate.

The major contribution that this study may make is to stimu-

late further effort in the gathering of necessary measurement

data. Economic logic is difficult to refute, yet many relation-

ships based on this logic may prove statistically insignificant.

This indicates that not only Is economic logic vital, but that

its use is llmiteci until the data which adequately represent this

logic are known and made available.

This section of the analysis concerns itself with a discus-

sion of the variables in the model as they appear in the equa-

tions postulated from economic logic.

The Inventory Relation , The first inventory function con-

sidered was:

(1) Ylt - fiUit-i. Xit-j)

where Y^ » the number of producing milk cows in the Kansas

City area

*lt-l * *ke num&®r of producing milk cows at some pre-

viously stated period

Xlt-J * the ratio of 3« e £•*• cent blend price of milk to

top price of 900- to 1100-pound good butcher steers

It was felt that if the number of producing cows was to be

explained adequately, some provision should be made to take into
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account the number of cows in the area previously. It would seem

logical that the number of cows today would to a degree explain

the number in a future month or year. Let us first set up the

proposed lags that will portray relationships such as are being

sought, i 12, 1 « 24, and i * 36. The number of milk cows in

production changes seasonally; therefore to have a correct lag

it was necessary to use 12-month intervals, or some multiple of

12. This in eftect takes out seasonal change (Appendix Table 13).

It will be noted that seasonal cycles occur at 12-month intervals.

Independent variable Xit-J is the ratio of the blend price

of milk to the top price of good butcher steers (Appendix Table

17). It is assumed that dairy farmers are Influenced as to their

future actions not only by the prices they receive and by costs,

but also by the prices that are being paid to other livestock

enterprises. The blend price to beef price ratio, if low, would

encourage beef production and decrease milk production. If the

ratio is high, economic logic would tell us that more producers

would be in a better economic position by continuing the produc-

tion of milk than they would by changing to any other farm enter-

prise. This assumes that beef production is the major alternative.

The number of milk cows at the t-time period hfcs been the

result of decisions made in some previous time period. Farmers

become aware of favorable or unfavorable economic conditions for

the production of milk and base their future plans on this pres-

ent expectation concerning the future. Thus the number of ani-

mals on hand at the t-tlae peri >d la dependent on past prices of

livestock, past prices of feeds, and other factors affecting
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producers' expectations concerning the profitability of current

milk production. In the inventory equations all Independent

variables have lagged values.

(2) Ylt * ff(TWl. Y5t-k>

This equation conteina the prices farmers received for their

milk at some time previous to the t-time period. Economic logic

is that the price farmers receive In the previous time periods

will influence their expectations as to the profitability of

future milk production. Favorable prices would induce plans to

increase future milk production, and conversely. Seasonal fluc-

tuation is allowed for by selecting lags for k of 6-month in-

tervals.

The 36 -months lag would provide time for the milk producer

to add to the producing herd by having saved back heifer calves.

This assumes that this may be one of the important methods by

which cow numbers ere Increased. This is not entirely true

since favorable prices alao induce farmers to cull cows less

severely, or to go outside the production area and purchase pro-

ducing cows.

(3) Ylt f3(Ylt.lf Xlt.j, X2t.m )

Equation (3) contains the variables Y^ and X±t es does

equation (1). The independent variable X2$, farm wage rates

with board (Appendix Table 2), brings into the function the cost

of employing additional labor to increase production to the most

profitable sise of operation. Dairying, being a year around pro-

gram, has a steady demand for labor. This labor may be supplied

entirely by the farm family, or, as Is quite likely during
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certain periods of the year, it is necessary to hire additional

labor harvesting hay, silage, and grain for the winter feeding

season. Thus labor costs may affect the amount of production

either because of unprof ltability of hiring help to maintain

large dairy operations, or because the cost of help on a seasonal

basis may be the factor cost which makes the dairy enterprise un-

profitable. The question of what labor return the dairy pro-

ducer himself should receive depends in part on the prevailing

rate of labor charges. Economic logic for lags has been dis-

cussed above and Is applicable to farm wage rates.

(4) Ylt * f4(^it-i. *5t-k» x12t-n» *13t-p)

Independent variable Xi2t-n> corn cash prices (Appendix

Table 7), represents one of the major costs of a dairy ration.

The dairy ration Is composed primarily of grain, paature, and/or

hay and silsge. Corn more nearly represents the grain cost of

a dairy ration than does any other ore in, especially in the Kansas

City area. Thus corn prices were used as one indicator of the

comparative cost relationships In the production of grade A fluid

milk. The cost of grain, in this case Ho. 2 mixed corn, com-

prises the major cost In any ration fed to dairy cows. The

principal variable cost of milk production is feed.

As the corn-hog ratio is an indication to farmers of the

profitability of feeding hogs, it was felt that the price of corn

may help explain Inventory and production functions.

Price of No. 1 alfalfa hay baled per ton, 13t-p» ls U8«d to

indicate the roughage cost in a dairy ration as corn was used to

indicate the grain cost. It is the cost of relationships of feed
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factors which at a price determined for fluid grade A milk deter-

mines the profitability of lta production.

It was felt that alfalfa hay represented roughage used In

the dairy ration better than other kinds of hay. The producer

cannot withhold milk from the market once It is produced; how-

ever, the profitability of milk production, as determined by pro-

duction coats, would be an Important influence upon the deciaion

of milk producers either to increase or reduce future output.

(5) Yit m fsUxt-i, *lt-J,5t*k» x2t-m» x12t-n» x13t-p)

The final revised inventory equation contalna all of the

variables previously discussed. It is an inventory equation

containing the variables, the numbers of cows in a previous time

period, prices farmers receive for milk, opportunity costs com-

paring dairy and beef production, and the indications of profit-

ability of milk production by including the cost of corn, farm

wage re tea, and alfalfa hay.

Production Relation . The production relation considered

was:

Y2t fl* Ylt» Y4t» x10t» x17t» ^t*

In this model production of milk in any given year is re-

garded as being primarily determined by the amount of feed fed

to milk cows in that year and the number of cows on the form.

This implies a relation among three variable8- -production of milk,

quantity of various feeds fed, and number of animals in the pres-

ent time period inventory. It is recognised that there have been

iraprovementa in breeds of animals and feeding practices which

have made possible a gradual Increase in production from given
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herds and feed supplies. Logically, this gradual improvement

in production could be considered to be a smooth function over

time and could be allowed for in an empirical study by introduc-

ing time Xq^ into the production relationship.

Demand for Milk Relation The demand for milk relation

wast

(1) Y5t - *l( Y2t' X3t» x4t» x5t» ^t^

(3) Y5t a fgUat* x3t» xllt» x5t» ^t)

(3) Y5t m f3(Y2t» x4t» x5t» x18t» ^t*

These proposed relationships may contain the variables

necessary to predict changes in the demand for milk. Unfortun-

ately, however, much of the essential data is unavailable or, if

available, only on an estimated annual basis. This is true for

x3t» *4t» and xllt" Economic logic would tell us that all of

these variables are needed to predict correctly the demand for

milk relationship.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Graphic Analysis

As stated in the section on Problem and Objectives, one of

the methods used in this study is graphic presentation of rela-

tionships between variables which are presumed to be associated.

Merits of graphic analyaia are simplicity and convenience of pro-

cedure. Unfortunately, this procedure is limited to two dimen-

sions so that In any one graph the values of only two variables
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can be presented at a time. While techniques have been developed

whereby correlation among more than two variables can be deter-

mined by graphic analysis, this requires the drawing of several

graphs for each determination and naturally is more complicated

than simple (2- variable) graphic analysis. In this study

graphic analysis was confined to two variables. Multiple rela-

tionships are shown by mathematical procedures in a later sec-

tion entitled Statistical Analysis.

Changes in milk cow numbers by month for the Kansas City

milk market area are shown in Plate I. To furnish background and

perspective, data on milk cow numbers are shown from 1934 to

1955. The period studied was from 1944 to 1955. This chart

shows that the number of milk cows was relatively stable from

1935 to 1940, but from 1940 to 1955 the general trend in numbers

has been consistently upward. In so far as milk cow numbers are

associated with time, in general, increases during the period

studied appear to form a relationship which is practically lin-

ear. However, considerable variation is noted within years.

The obvious regularity with which numbers increased during the

mid-year period of each year and then declined, clearly reveals

a seasonal tendency for milk cow numbers to increase during the

months In which pasture is more abundant.

This study, as was mentioned in the discussion of the model,

is concerned with Isolating the factors which are associated with

Richard J. Poote, The Mathematical Basis for the Bean Meth-
od of Graphic Multiple Correlation, Journal American Statistics
Association, No. 48:778-799, 1953.
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or responsible for these changes in milk cow numbers. This has

been referred to as the inventory relationship. It is logical

to expect that milk cow numbers at a given time are influenced

by the number of milk cows in inventories at a previous time.

To obtain a visual presentation of such a possible relationship,

the number of cows at time t, i.e., Y^l» vaa plotted against the

number at time t-12, or twelve months earlier, i.e., Yt-12- This

is shown in Plate II. It is apparent from the graph that the

number of cows at a given time is associated to a high degree

with the number on hand 12 months earlier. This, of course, does

not preclude other factors also influencing or being associated

with milk cow numbers.

Another factor which might be presumed to influence cow num-

bers is the expected price of milk, or, more precisely, the price

of milk relative to alternative products which a farmer might

produce. In thla study a measure of the relative price of milk

was calculated by determining the ratio of milk price to the top

price of good butcher steers (Appendix Table 17). In the deci-

sion making process farmers probably, either explicitly, or im-

plicitly, project expectations into the future. If projected

expectations of relative milk price could be obtained, they would

be preferred. However, no such measures are available. In lieu

of thla, relative milk price at a given time is assumed to be

that which farmers expect in the future, and hence the price upon

which decisions are made in increasing or decreasing cow numbers.

If this assumption is correct, an increase In cow numbers might

logically follow a time of relatively favorable milk prices. In
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other words, aa the ratio of milk price to price of good butcher

steera lncreaaed, the number of milk cowa might increase after

the lapae of whatever time is needed to obtain more cows. The

reverse procedure might follow a decline in the ratio. For ana-

lytical purposes a time lag of 12 months was chosen. Plate II

shows the plotted values of cow numbers at a given time, i.e.,

Y^x, end the ratio of milk prices to good butcher steers lagged

12 months, i.e., ^it-12*

The anticipated relationship was not clearly revealed in this

graph. The values falling in the lower part of the graph ap-

peared to indicate an inverae relationship, while those in the

upper part showed a fairly high degree of irregularity. This

prompted a closer examination of the data to see if the two groups

of values could be distinguished In any respect. It wa8 found

that the values in the lower part of the graph, shown as solid

dots, were primarily from the period 1944 to 1951 inclusive, and

that the values in the upper part were primarily from the years

1952 to 1955 inclusive. The apparent inverse relationship frco

1944 to 1951 cannot be explained on a logical basis. It indi-

cates that as the price of milk became more favorable relative

to the price of good butcher steers, farmers tended to decrease

the number of milk cows. The reverse would be expected. This

suggests either that producers were economically irrational with

respect to milk prices in making decisions regarding an increase

or decrease in milk cow numbers, or that some other factor of

greater magnitude in the decision making process waa Influencing

their actions. Some factors which might enter such decisions are
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coats of feed and coata of hired labor which may have changed

even more than milk price a.

In the latter part of the period, which la Indicated by

clrclea in the upper part of the graph, there ia no apparent re-

latlonahip between these two variables. It may be concluded

that a difference existed between these two periods but the rea-

son for the difference la not apparent. However, it doea sug-

geat that poaalbly these two periods ahould be analysed separate

ly. It auggeata alao that the lagged value of the ratio of milk

price to the price of good butcher ateera uaed in aggregate in a

atatiatlcal analyaia will not explain cow number a to a aignifi-

cant degree.

Milk production in the Kaasor City milk market area followed

eaaentlally the aome trend from 1934 to 1956 aa did milk cow num-

bers (Plate IV). This was to be expected since milk production

logically is presumed to be a function of milk cow numbers. How-

ever, milk production might also be expected to be asaociated

with auch things aa rate of feeding, quality of ration, includ-

ing posture conditlona, and progress in breeding programs. This

reintroduces another aspect of the problem under atudy—namely,

the production relationship,

Plate V la presented to ahow more preciaely the relation8hip

between milk production, i.e., Y^jfc, and milk cow nurabera, i.e.,

Ylt . Thia diagram ahowa a high degree of relationship. Milk

production appears to be a direct linear function of the number

of milk cows. Thia ia indicated by the apparent lack of curvi-

linearity in plotted valuea. Again, the relationship shown in a
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BXPUKATIOK OF FLATE V

The relationship of the average daily pounds of pro-

ducers' deliveries of milk to the number of milk cowa in

the Greater Kanaos City milk market, by month, 1945

through 1955.
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simple two-variable graph does not preclude the proposition that

other factors rosy influence milk production.

The quantity of grain and concentrates fed is believed to

be a factor nhich would Inf Juenoe milk production. Data avail-

able on grain and concentratea are on a per cow basis. Since

cow numbers varied throughout the period, a valid comparison

necessitates that milk production also be on a per cow basis.

Plate VI was prepared to show the relationship between aversge

daily milk production per cow, i.e., Y$t, and grain and concen-

trates fed, i.e., Y41J.

Inspection of this diagram reveals a rather broad tendency

for milk production to increase as the quantity of grain and

concentrates fed increases. The substantial seatter of plotted

values Indicates considerable variability and a weak relation-

ship.

Pasture conditions also are presumed to influence milk pro-

duction. As in the case of grain and concentrates fed, a valid

comparison necessitates that pasture conditions, i.e., X^q^, be

related to milk production per cow, i.e., Y3t . Values of these

two variablea are plotted in Plate VII. Pasture conditions are

reported only for the months of April through November; there-

fore only those months could be shown graphically.

The wide scatter of plotted values on Plate VII Indicates

no apparent relationship between pasture conditions and milk pro-

duction. This raised the question as to the possibility that

some other factor might have offset the Influence of pasture

conditions. The most logical assumption is that grain and



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI

The relationship between average daily milk pro-

duction per cow and grains and concentrates fed per

cow, by month, 1945 through 1955.
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concentrate feeding might have been varied inversely with pasture

conditions in order to maintain milk . roduction. If this were

the case, one would expect to find an inverse relationship be-

tween pasture conditions, i.e.* *iof and S*»ftln end concentrates

fed, i.e., Y4t. Plate VIII was prepared to test the relation-

ship between these two variables.

Observation of values plotted in Plate VIII indicates an

almost complete lack of relationship. As mentioned in connection

with discussion of other of these two-variable graphic presenta-

tions, It Is recognized that other factors did not remain con-

stant and may have been disturbing influences. For example, the

cost of grain and concentrates may have varied in a manner to

influence feeding regardless of pasture conditions. Kay or

roughage feeding may have been varied instead of groin and con-

centrates.

Additional graphic relationships could be shown. Others

were prepared which are not reported here. The graphic analysis

includes only those relationships which economic logic indicated

would be most closely associated with milk cow numbers and milk

production In the Kansas City milk market area. This analysis

indicates that milk cow numbers at a fciven time are closely

associated with milk cow numbers 12 months earlier, and to a

lesser extent with the relative price of milk 12 months earlier.

Milk production appears to be closely associated with milk cow

numbers (which, as Just mentioned, are in turn influenced by

milk prices), and to a minor extent by grain and concentrates

fed.
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Estimation of Parameters

Regression Equations: Cobb-Douglas functions which ara

linaar in tha logarithms of observetins were fitted to the data.

Bi B2 B« Bh
The functions have the form Y « aX^ X2 X3 **

. . . Xyj .

The dependent variable Y refers to the value of the output and

the independent variables (the X's) refer to the value of re-

source inputs used.

The B's or the regression coefficients represent elastici-

ties for the various independent variables* indicating the per-

centage increase in the dependent variable for each one per cent

increase in the independent variables in question when other

independent variables are held constant or ceteris paribus.

The following aquations were estimated by least squares

multiple regression analysis:

t *._ t-x\ v o A*aA v .&27125 Y .046773
Inventory (1) Y« 2.4304 X^ , X2

Inventory (2) Y - 2.7357 Xx*
919436

, X2
067046

Thes.^ two equations are the different forms of the Inventory

equation. In both equations cow numbers are related to cow num-

bers one year earlier. In both equations cow numbers are also

related to the blend price-butcher steer price ratio. In aqua-

tion one, cow numbers are related to the ratio existing 12 months

earlier, while in equation two cow numbers are related to the

ratio existing six months earlier.

Elasticity coefficients for the data along with associated

statistics of analytical Interest are presented In Table 1.

The elasticities have the following interpretation. A one
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Table 1. Regression coefficients and associated statistics.
Levels of significance for re -res si on coefficients and
multiple correlation coefficient, Kansas City milk market,
1944-1955.

Type of statistic : Function (1) : Function (2)

Value of a, log form 0.3871104 0.4370714

Value of a, arithmetic form 2.4384307 2.7357184

Value of b (elasticities)

Ylt-12 0.927125 0.919435

xlt-6 0.067045

xlt-12 0.046773

Calculated t values

*lt-12 24.140* 39.905a

xlt-6 1.738b

*lt-12 1.044
b

R, Multiple correlation
coefficient . 9378 .9387

a-Signlfleant at the one per cent level; b-non-signifleant
at the 20 per cent level.

per cent increase or decrease in the number of cows in the in-

ventory Yit-12 w111 Slve .927125 per cent (equati.on 1), or .919435

per cent (equation 2) increase in cow numbers 12 months in the
t

future

.

A one per cent increase or decrease in the ratio Xj^ blend

price of milk to butcher steers can be expected to produce an
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increase or decrease of .046773 per eent In cw numbers 12 months

in the future (equation 1), or a .067045 per cent increase or

decrease in cow numbers six months in the future (equation 2).

These two inventory functions put the greater part of future

change in producing milk cows on the 12 months previous inventory

of producing milk cow numbers.

The standard errors of elasticities are shown in Table 1.

The calculated t-values were significant at the one per cent

level for Xit-12 in both equations (1) and (2). However, *2t-6

and *2t-12 wore not significant at an acceptable level. Multi-

ple correlation coefficients were both significant as presented

in Table 1 at the one per cent level.

EVALUATION

To properly study the Greater Kensas City milk market, it

was necessary to gain an understanding of the special character-

istics of Federal Order milk markets. With this understanding

it was possible to construct a model showing the structural rela-

tions that might characterise this market. The model consisted

of four equations: inventory, production, demand for milk, end

demand for feed grain. Alternative forma were presented for

each relation.

These proposed relations are as follows: 1

Ylt * fl< Ylt-l» Xlt-J» x2t-m> Inventory relation

*For the definitions of these variables see the inventory
section.
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Y2t a f2< Ylt» y4t» x10t» x17t» ^t^ production relation

Y5t « f3U2t , X4t . X5t , X16t , XQt ) demand for milk

^t " f4< Y5t' Ylt» Y4f X13t' x10f x19t> dwa«nd for feed

grains

The above system of equations is defined to be a recursive

model and each of the relations can bo solved one at a time in

successive order, starting with the inventory relation. An im-

portant aspect of the analysis was to determine the causal rela-

tions that existed in a model similar to the one above of the

Greeter Kansas City milk market. By this means it is possible

to establish logically the likely consequences of changes In im-

portant variables in the model, assuming that the structural re-

lations do not change.

The model suggested the data necessary for an empirical

solution. An important contribution of this study was to assem-

ble end interpret these data. Many data were not immediately

available in a form useful for the model. That made it neces-

sary to construct certain series that were believed adequate for

the analysis. In a few cases it was not even possible to con-

struct some of the necessary series of data.

A survey of relevant information for suggested variables of

the preliminary model is an important feature of studies of this

type. That is, the model as finally used is always conditioned

by the data available. In some cases the data restriction may

be so severe that a logical model cannot be solved empirically.

In such instances studies of this type have considerable signif-

icance in establishing criteria for the types of data to be
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collected by statistical agencies if solutions to economic prob-

lems of this nature are to be obtained. In general, certain of

the sales and price date in the Greater Kansas City milk market

are adequate for the analysis. However, there is • paucity of

Input data for fundamental production functions. A major pro-

gram needs to be established by agricultural data collection

agencies to obtain accurate estimates of the inputs of feed

grains, hay, other roughages, pasture, labor, and capital ser-

vices for specific market areas. Output data for the same areas

need to be established. Moreover, outside of Federal Order

markets, output data now collected for milk production is of

little value. This Is due to the fact that grade A output is

pooled with manufacturing output, resulting in a meaningless eco-

nomic aggregation.

Accurate inventory data on the number of milk cows by

specific productive capacities need to be established for the

market areas considered in the other data collection processes.

Similar data problems exist for other relevant economic rela-

tions, such as the demand for milk.

One of the outstanding needs for studies of this type is an

accurate description of the framework in which enterpreneurs de-

velop their various decision processes.

At the present time data for a particular variable may be

usable but its area of inference is totally unrelated to accurate

date collected on another variable. That such a condition exists

is to be expected since most of the present government data col-

lecting aervices have not designed their programs to solve well
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conceived economic problems. However, recent studies likely

will result In an improvement in these collection programs.

Estimated values for ell the parameters in the proposed

system of equations were desired. However, this analysis was re-

stricted primarily to an appraisal of the inventory relation.

The inventory relation was first appraised by a graphic

analysis technique. In many respects the inventory relation is

more complex than the static production function considered in

the model because dynamic influences are involved. The primary

concern was with the inventory relation due to the fact that an

estimate of cow numbers Is required in the formulation of the

aggregate proposed production function.

The basic notion involved in the inventory relation la that

producers will vary the number of cows on farms from some pre-

vious base. The problem was proposing and eatimating the ex-

pectation system by which these changes in cow numbers are

brought about. A ratio of the price of milk to an assumed al-

ternative price of good butcher steers was proposed as a measure

of the factors which influence producers' inventory decisions.

During 1944 to 1951 there was inverse relationship between

the expectation ratio and changes in Inventory. This would not

be expected on an a priori reasoning basis. Further explana-

tions were not attempted in this study. From 1952 to 1955 a

very irregular relationship was noted between the two variables.

Similarly, milk production was plotted against other vari-

ables presumed to be logically related. High association between

milk production and cow numbers was noted. The graphic analysis
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Indicated sane relationship between rate of concentrate feeding

and milk output. Little relationship was noted between milk

output and pasture conditions. It was concluded that there

would be considersble value in further graphic exploration of

the relationship between variables proposed in the model before

proceeding to an extensive statistical analysis.

Parameters for two alternative forms of the inventory equa-

tions were estimated by a Cobb-Douglas function. The results

were consistent with the graphic analysis. There was no indica-

tion thet other lags in the expectation variable would yield

more logical results.

In addition to the limitations of the data, there are also

conceptual and statistical limitations that need to be appraised.

Other types of equation systems need to be formulated

Further, other mathematical forms of the estimating equations

need to be considered. Analytical techniques such as linear

programming, input-output analysis would likely yield important

insights into this problem.
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Table 14, Average dally pounds of producers to Lvwlti of ir.ilk foi1

the Crerter Kansas City aerket, Jenuary 19/4
» .rou£h tcer.ber IMS.

! onth ^944 1945 1946 1947 1948 Mp
Jenuery 367,315 432,439 432,614 597,913 522,836 597,441

February 393,023 450,194 457,262 128,926 543, ^69 01,506
March 413,233 4ti,7 505,024 5,451 3,199 ,921

April 454, -560 144,672 645,435 703,734 40 738,947
Kay 533,102 606,496 723,267 830,274 750,44f 836,891
,'uiie 553, 164 7,958 ,297 3r-4,663 694,884 .

July <47,34t 593,146 670,639 770,686 681,578 804,364
August 530,916 580,597 635,538 \774 < \i , til 789,913
repteaber 489,037 505,503 631,498 596,265 2,809 720,286
October 4?5,' 443,718 580,641 565,399 565,277 ,786

vt; MV a7 t25? 441*414 540,842 511,139 544,537 657,'. 17

Deussibsi 414,039 423,530 574,584 509,564 569,063 6tl,834



Table ii 'oonol. ). Average daily pounds of producers deliveries of milk

for the Greater Kansas City market, January 1944

January
Februery
March
April
>'*;-

July
August

Cotecer
Nover-rcr

ecembsr

677,3A9l
708,00
736,163
799,973

,3?4

,077

957, ?38

900,435
833,495
73?,

744,9*1

778,450
,46?

814,419

96?,806
1,703

915,989
884,956
773,745
715,431

,539
731,133
735,
302,469
953,302

919,374
888,153
320,979

,137

1,034,516
1,119,101
1,095,376,
1,053,074'

940,?85
937,375

1,069,686

1,163,401
1,160,014
1,186,860
1,3?3,883

14,101
1,16?, 130

z.9,864

1,008,563
1,089,391
1,183,788

1,242,524

1,10*, 261
1,13?,

J

1,150,553
1,?53,842
1.357,

r

l,?3,13l3
1,002,069
971,141*

l,053.447t
l,151,2Uj

^Audited figure given in February 1950 issue of Market Administrator f"ulletin.

^Revised fifure given in August 1953 issue of Market Administrator I ulletin.

^Audited figure given in June 1955 issue of Market Administrator i ulletin.

^Audited figure firen in August 1955 issue of Market Administrator 'ulletin.

figure given in Be tomber 1955 issue of Market Administrator ulletin.

figure given in October 1955 issue of Market Administrator imlletin.

figure given in rovember 1955 issue of Market Administrator ulletin.

Audited figure given in December 1955 issue of Market Administrator ulletin.

1934-1949

Audited

^Audited
7Audited

1950-1955

"Production Trends and Market Prices, Kansas Dairy Industry/
Agricultural i-conomics Report Uur.ber li, '.ctober 1950,
Kansas Agricultural Experiment ' tetion, Department of
Agricultural rconomics, lureeu of Agricultural Jconomioa,
Pnited rtatee Department of Agriculture in cooperation
with the Sttenaion Division, Kansas rtate College,
Manhattan, Kansas, Table 91, page 119, (calculations
by t nrtsteat of .Agricultural rconomics, Kansas

te College).
Market Administrator ulletin, (annuel bound copies
of the monthly issues of the Market Administrator,

ansae City >torketing Area, Bulletin). (All
figures on original data have bean rounded to whole
numbers on this data.)
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To properly study the Greater Kansas City milk market, it

was necessary to gain an understanding of the special character-

istics of Federal Order milk markets. With this understanding

It was possible to construct a model showing the structural re-

lations that characterize this market. The model consisted of

these four main relations: Inventory, production, demand for

milk, and demand for feed grains. Alternative forms were pre-

sented for each relation.

The model suggested the data necessary for an empirical so-

lution. An important contribution of this study was to assemble

and interpret these data. Many data were not immediately avail-

able in a form useful for the model. That made it necessary to

construct certain series that were believed adequate for the

analysis. In a few cases it was not even possible to construct

some of the necessary series of data.

Studies of this type have considerable significance in es-

tablishing criteria for the types of data to be collected by

agencies if solutions to economic problems of this nature are

to be obtained. In general, certain of the sales and price data

in the Greater Kansas City milk market are adequate for analysis.

However, there Is a paucity of Input data for fundamental pro-

duction functions. Data needed were accurate estimates of inputs

of feed grains, hay, other roughage, pasture, labor, and capital

services for specific market areas. Output data for the same

areas need to be established. Moreover, outside of Federal Order

Markets, output data now collected for milk production is of

little value. This Is due to the fact that grade A output is



pooled with manufacturing output resulting in a meaningless

economic aggregation.

Accurate inventory data on the number of milk cows by

specific productive capacities need to be established for the

market areas considered in the other data collection processes.

Similar data problems exist for other relevant economic relations

such as the demand for milk.

Estimated values for all the parameters in the proposed

equations were desired. However, this analysis was restricted

primarily to an appraisal of the inventory relation.

The inventory relation was first appraised by a graphic an-

alysis technique. In many respects the inventory relation is

more complex than the static production function considered in

the model because dynamic Influences are involved. The primary

concern was with the inventory relation due to the fact that an

estimate of cow numbers is required in the formulation of the

aggregate proposed production function.

The basic notion involved in the inventory relation is that

producers will vary the number of cows on farms from some pre-

vious bese. The problem was proposing and estimating the ex-

pectation system by which these changes in cow numbers are

brought about. A ratio of the price of milk to an assumed al-

ternative price of good butcher steers was proposed as a measure

of the factors Which influence producers' Inventory decisions.

During 1944 to 1951 there was Inverse relationship between

the expectation ratio and changes in inventory. This would not

be expected on an a priori reasoning basis. Further explanations



were not attempted In this study. From 1952 to 1955 a very

Irregular relationship was noted between the two veriables.

Similarly, milk production was plotted against other vari-

ables presumed to be logically related. High association be-

tween milk production and cow numbers was noted. The graphic

analysis indicated some relationship between rate of concentrate

feeding and milk output. Little relationship waa noted between

milk output and pasture conditions. It was concluded that there

would be considerable value in further graphic exploration of

the relationship between variables proposed in the model before

proceeding to an extensive statistical analysis.

Parameters for two alternative forms of the inventory aqua

tions were estimated by a Cobb-Douglas function. The results

were consistent with the graphic analysis. There was no indica-

tion that other lags in the expectation variable would yield

more logical results.


